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Extra 300L
Building Manual Kangke Industrial

Weight: ................... 26–30 lb 
Radio: ..................... Minimum 4-channel w/6 servos 
Engines: ................... 3.8–4.8 cu in 

! Strong Lightweight construction
! Superior controllability and aerobatic flight characteristics
! Designed by Marty Meyer with a  Mechanical Engineer
! 90% built 35% scale ARF 
! Plug-in wings and stabilizers for easy transport and field assembly 
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Marty Meyer then

Marty in 2004

Introduction

You have just purchased or are planning to
purchase one of the best giant ARF's on
the market today.  We spared no effort to
insure that only the highest quality of
materials and workmanship went into the
production of this kit. This ARF was
designed for the serious sports flyer.  It has
been tested and flown for at least two
years. Three prototypes were assembled
and corrected for strength, fly ability and
manufacturing precision.  

The original prototype was flown with the 
3W 100 for power.  The first prototype off
the assembly line in China was flown with a
ZDZ 100. This manual will use a Desert
Aircraft 100. The plane is constructed of
light plywood, balsa and hardwood spars. 
There is no foam in this model. It is built
with top grade materials and laser cut from
precise CAD plans.  

No hardware is included, except metric
bolts and blind nuts installed at the factory
as well as pull pull cables and crimps.  A
hardware pack is available from Kangke
USA at 877-203-2377 or purchased from
Tower Hobbies a la cart.  The selection of
hardware, final manufacturing specification,
color scheme and all design specification
was supervised by Marty Meyer.  

Marty first started building flying  model
aircraft at the age of eight. He received 
awards from the United States Navy in
1942 and 1943 for making models with

specifications
approved by the
Bureau of
Aeronautics. He
has published
four separate
designs that were
feature articles in
Flying Models
Magazine and
designed dozens
of flying models
from free flight to radio controlled.

The care and quality of this kit will
soon be apparent and the flight
characteristics are exceptional.  We
hope you enjoy this plane. Kangke’s 
goal is to provide a high-quality, well
engineered and great flying
acrobatic airplane that will give you
years of consistent flying.  We hope
that after flying this plane, you'll
agree with us.  Good luck and happy
flying 

Sincerely,
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Initial inspection:

1. Mount main landing gear and tailwheel
to keep plane off table or ground to limit hanger
rash.  Install axle and wheels to prevent
scratching workbench or table, or  leave them
off so the plane is not rolling around.

2. Check factory installed blind nuts for
ease of mating of metric bolts.  Each wing has
two.  The fuselage has two to mount stab. 
Cowl has six, four in lower cowl and two in
upper. The cockpit access hatch has four.

Carefully!  Do not force or cross thread the
blind nuts because it will be difficult to replace
them.  Especially do not push the internals (in
the wing) out because they are press fit in and
possible can be pushed out.  Gently catch the
start thread and the bolts will thread with your
fingers to finger tight.

3. Fit wing and stab aluminum tube into
fuselage sockets.  Some play or tight fit is
normal.  Excessive play or extremely tight is not
good so definitely do not force the aluminum
tubes into their sockets.

4. Install wings, stab, vertical fin, cockpit
access hatch with canopy, and cowl and bolt up
everything snug with included washers.

Note: cross threading the blind nuts is very
easy when the plane is new and Kangke       
cannot be responsible for reckless or careless
threading practices but we will try to help. 

You should be looking at an impressive
model and everything should fit well.

In order of succession we will:

1. Mount landing gear, wheel & pants.

2. Mount the engine and cowl

3.  Securely hinge the plane 

4.  Install the servos, controls, electrical
and electronic

5. Install the fuel tank

6. Mount the canopy

7. Go Flying!!
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106" Extra 300L Parts List 

1. Du-Bro Large Scale In-Line Fuel Filter Cat. No. 341

2. 25 Klett RK9-15 Nylon Hinges for 1/4 scale

3. 4 3/16" Plated Brass Dura-Collars Cat. No. 141

4. Ohio Superstar Products Large Tailwheel for 16-35
lbs

5. 5 Parsons Products Radio Plug Safety Retainer
Clip FJP for Futaba

6. 2 feet Du-Bro No.506 Tygon Large Fuel Tubing

7. (2) 4 ½ inch Dia. Treaded Lightweight Wheels Cat.
No. 450TL

8. Du-Bro 32 OZ. Fuel Tank Cat. No. 690

9. 1 HS-805BB Hitec Servo (Rudder)

10. 4 HS-5945MG Hitec Servos (elevator, ailerons)

11. 1 HS-475HB Hitec Servo (throttle)

12. 2  #5 x .5" Pan hand sheet metal screws for tail
wheel.
13. 4 10-32 x 2 bolts and lock nuts for landing gear

14. (4) 10-32 x 1 bolts and blind nuts for engine
mounting

15.  (2) Du-Bro 2" Long x 3/16 Spring Steel Axle
Shafts Cat. No. 249

16. (2)  Hobbico  Heavy Duty Switch with Charge
Lead,  part # HCAM2761

17. (2) Ernst Charge Receptacles, part # 124

18.  2 part Epoxy

19.  100cc engine

20.  Minimum (1) 4 Chanel receiver

21.  Batteries
 (1) 6V 2000Ma                                   
Minimum for main power  
 (1)  4.8V 800Ma 
                Minimum for ignition

22.    Brass fuel tubing and barbs

23.    4½ inch Spinner & 28 x 10  inch
Propeller

24.   (2) 36" servo lead extensions

25.   (2) 24" servo lead extensions

26.  (2)  6-32 x ½" hex bolt and blind nuts 
             for wheel pants

Common tools needed

Xacto knife
Xacto saw blade
razor blade
small brush
T-square
ruler
fine point felt tip pen
Philips screw driver
drill and various bits
assorted metric hex drivers
scissors
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Main Gear 6. Bolt everything together

The main gear consists of bent aluminum pre
drilled for 4 bolts. Wheel pants are included
but not pre- drilled and no mounting system is

included.  Plywood wheel pant reinforcement plates
are in the pants imbedded in the fiberglass lay up.
This allows for a blind nut (or T-nut) to keep the
wheel pants in place.
 

We chose to use 4 ½ inch Dia. Treaded
Lightweight Wheels Cat. No. 450TL, Du-Bro 2" Long
x 3/16 Spring Steel Axle Shafts Cat. No. 249 and
3/16" Plated Brass Dura-Collars. 6-32 x 0.5 inch hex
bolts and blind nuts will hold the wheel pants to the
main gear.

1. Bolt on the landing gear to the fuselage using the
four supplied bolts.

2. Carefully drill a 3/8" hole to accept the axle and
mount the axle.  

3. Center the wheels in the wheel pants and drill a
hole in the wheel pants to coincide with center of the
wheel.   

4. Enlarge that hole in the pants so the axle mounts
hex nut will fit into it. The wheel pants need to be
flush with gear.

5.  With axle mounted and the wheel pants flush up
against the gear in the position you want the pants,
drill a hole in the gear and wheel pants to accept the
6-32 bolts and blind nut.

The wheel and wheel pants need to be slipped on and
installed together with this mounting method.

 The gear
drilled and
the axle
mounted

The wheel
pants
drilled and
readied for
mounting

Use two
wheel
collars on
each axle
to keep the
wheel
centered
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Tail Wheel

We chose to use the Ohio Superstar
Products Large 16-35 lbs. Tailwheel.  Locate the
two 3/8"dowels in the aft section of the lower
fuselage.  They are under the covering and will line
up with the selected tail wheel.                                   
                                                                   

Measuring from the rear of the fuse it
measure 1 3/8 and 3 1/8 from the tail post to find
dowel centers.  Using ½ inch number 5 pan head
Philips drill a 1/8 hole in the center of dowels.  If
dowel are not found or if you are using a different
tail wheel use hard wood dowels to reinforce the tail
wheel mounting screws locations.  
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Mounting the engine 

Since there are a few engines choices on the
market with different dimensions the firewall is
unattached from the factory.  It is strongly
recommended to use a 100cc twin, but an 80cc will
fly it also. There is 1.5 degrees of right thrust
recommenced in the 100cc engine installation to
counteract the propeller torque and other forces, but
not absolutely necessary. The left pull will be most
noticeable on the vertical up line and a little less
noticeable on  full throttle passes and right  thrust or
rudder correction will be needed. 

Calculating engine mounting location.

We will try to  mount the engine correctly and
quickly.  Fine tuning and shimming will most likely
be required.  This is because not everyone will read
a ruler consistently  and measure the same
distances.  Some cowls may have slight variations
amongst other potential inconsistencies in the
engines and mounting systems. So exact numerical
values would futile.  A little patience and some luck,
the engine will be mounted and the spinner will line
up with proper clearance.

First of all, you have to establish how long the
engine box sides have to be and where to cut off
excess wood. 

 The length of the cowl in the plane we are using for
demonstration is 12.750 inches,

 For this Example:

The DA100 engine we have dimension is,

 length is 6.540, 

add on 0.100 inch for spinner to cowl
clearance. 

 12.75 - (6.540 + 0.10) = 6.110 inches.  

The engine box will need to be 6.110
inches long for the spinner to clear.  

For zero thrust angle the engine box will
have two equal sides 6.110 inches long. 
For 1.5 degrees (using trig) of right thrust
the right side of the engine box will be
0.157 inch (5/32") shorter.  

Using simple trigonometry,
                            (the firewall is 6 inches) 

6 inch X tan(1.5 deg) = 0.157 inch

the engine offset will be 0.170 inch to the
left, in order to center the spinner.
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To mount a DA100:

1. Measure 6.11 (approx. 6 1/8 inches) inches from
front of fuselage to end of left side (labeled B) of
engine box and mark position.

2. Use a Square and draw a vertical line on left
engine box (labeled A)

3. Measure 5.954 (approx. 6 inches)
inches from front of fuselage to end of
right side Labeled A of engine box and
mark position.

4.  Using a Square  draw a vertical line on
right engine box.

5. Carefully cut engine box to proper size

6.Epoxy firewall flush to cut sides of
properly sized engine box. Using triangle
stock and hardwood reinforce the entire
engine box.  It is recommended to also
use fiberglass cloth to reinforce the box
and keep the firewall intact.
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Now that the firewall is in place the final engine
position  as well as the centering 
height needs to found. 

1. Using a Square, draw a vertical center line
on  the firewall.

2.  Draw an offset vertical line 0.170 to the left. 
This is the engine offset.  The engine will need
to be centered on this line.

3. Using a single wood screw in one of the four
mounting tabs, temporarily mount the engine

4  .Install the cowl and check the centering.  Do
not commit to drilling the engine mounting bolt
holes until the engine is centered in the cowl
and the mounted spinner is centered in the
tightly mounted cowl. 
This process will take a couple of passes of
step 3&4

5.  When the engine is properly centered to the
cowl ring, mark and drill the four engine
mounting holes and bolt on the engine.
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HINGING

When it comes to hinging, each modeler has
his own preference. We will use the Klett in ¼
scale hinges Part # RK9-15 for this installation
or the Du Bro Heavy duty hinge Part #257 C is
similar.  This model comes with easy hinges
installed and will work well if you choose to use
them and they are properly bonded.

Easy Hinges

The hinge slots are already established and the
mylar hinges that come with the plane are

installed. It is recommended to disassemble
the control surfaces and take out all the easy
hinges. to inspect the hinges and slots for
consistency. Center the hinges in their slots
and tack glue the hinge with one or two drop of
thin CA. 

(Zap thin is the most consistent and predictable
CA we have found on the market.)

 Assemble the control surfaces and check for
gap, centering, smooth motion and maximum
throw.

The hinges are designed to wick (pull in) the
CA into the slot and saturate the hinge and
wood used for the hinge stock.  Slowly drop
one by one drops of Thin CA onto the hinge
and watch for the wicking affect and continue
until the hinge is saturated.  

Careful, because after saturation the CA will
run out and down the hinge line and create a
glue disaster permanently etching the covering. 
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Scale type hinges

Using a regular hack saw blade broken and
ground it to an angle run it through the hinge
slots.  This is to widen all the slots to accept
the large ¼ scale hinges.  When you use the
blade make sure that the teeth of the blade are
not going away from you, when you insert the
blade into the slot, the teeth of the blade
should be going towards you.  This allows you
to pull the wood cuttings out of the slot instead
of pushing it into the slot. Place the hinge
across the slot and make a mark on each end
of the hinge for proper location.

A Sharpie Ultra Fine Permanent marker is
perfect for the job.  Using  this marker in
marking can later be erased with alcohol.

 Using a # 11 Xacto blade make a cut
crossways at each mark. The cut should be
about ¼” wide and 1/8” deep. Using a safety
razor blade,  cut a V slot in the existing slot. 
Do this by holding a razor blade at a 45 degree
angle.  See foto # (  ).  and cut about 1/16 ” off
each side of the existing slot which gives me a
V slot 1/8” wide.  

 

Before inserting any hinge, you must sand all
the hinges outside surfaces with 100 or 120 grit
sandpaper. 

This is to remove any parting agent that may
be in the mold and residue on the hinge when
it is  extracted  from the mold in manufacture. 
If you don’t roughen up the hinge, the glue will
not stick.  

Carefully wax the hinge point of the hinge. 
Fold the hinge over and wax the other side. 

*wax each hinge at the hinge pin only. 
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Use a slow curing epoxy. Mix a small amount of
epoxy and with a round tooth pick. Apply it to
the V slot. Fill the V slot to the top.  The V slot
has two purposes.  It acts as a reservoir to hold
the epoxy and it allows the hinge to seat itself ½
of the hinge diameter.  If you use the slow
curing epoxy, it is thinner and you will notice
that the epoxy in the V slot has now
disappeared and that’s because it has run down
both sides of the slot.

  
This part must be chocked up to a vertical
position to allow the epoxy the flow into the
slots.  

Now, using a cheap throwaway brush, coat ½ of
the hinge on both sides. You can now insert the
hinge all the way in until it stops at ½ the
diameter of the hinge point.  

Wipe off excess epoxy with a paper towel. 
Make sure all the hinges are lined up.  Do not
operate hinges to prevent the epoxy from
working its way into the hinge pin channel.

When the glue is completely dry, bend the
hinges back and forth until they are free.

Vertical Fin

Note: Cut away the covering under the vertical
fin and permanently bond with epoxy the
vertical fin to the fuselage
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 You now can prepare the other part of the
control surface  where these hinges are going to
be attached to:

1. Line up the hinges to where they are going to
fit, and use the Ultra fine maker to mark both
ends of each hinge.  

2. V slot and widen each existing slot that you
did on the part you just completed.  

3. Chocked up part to a vertical position like you
did previously.  

4. With a toothpick, fill each V slot like you did in
the first part of the operation.  When the epoxy
runs down so it’s no longer visible, you can
epoxy both sides of each hinge and insert the
entire part into it’s mating half.  

Hold both parts together with a few strips of
masking tape on each side.  This is to insure
that the parts won’t move while they are drying. 
When you are sure the epoxy is dry, remove
the masking tape and it will feel like you have
glued the hinge  point.  Don’t fret, with a little
pressure, just rock the surface to and from and
you will hear each hinge break loose.  That’s
why we wax that hinge point.  You can now
drop a light oil on each point where  the pin is
and that will keep the entire control surface
free. 

Marty Note: I don‘t like to join both surfaces
together at the same time because in doing
this, the hinge could slip out of alignment.  If
this happens to only one of the hinges in one
control surfaces, you could wind up with a snap
in your control in stead of a  smooth up and
down operation.
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Pull cable & eyelet
crimped 

Rudder installation

First thing to do is mount the rudder servo.  It is
a pull pull installation so the cables need to be
run first to center the control horns.  The 1/4
scale servo is mounted in the fuselage and the
mounting plate is pre cut.  

Since we allow for different type servos
installations the slot for the servo needs to
custom fit.  Leave 1/16 clearance around the
servo to allow for some movement.  This will
allow the rubber grommet to insulate the servo
against vibration and some shock load.

Pull  pull cables
and brass crimps
are included with
the kit.  We will
also use 4-40 eye
hooks and 4-40
heavy duty ball
links to allow for
adjustment,
minimal friction
and freedom of

movement , but the cables can be directly
installed to the servo arms. 

The pull pull servo arm in the photo is included
with the Hitec HS-805BB servo , but has
inadequate  throw for unlimited acrobatics.

Find the Pull Pull cable lead out slots at the
rear of the fuselage and run the cables
through. 

On all the control surfaces a plywood
rectangular implanted block is under the
covering.  In the center of this block, you may
see a small diameter indentation about 3/16” in
size.  This is the location you want to drill
through if it is center with the cables.  Pull the
cables taught and position them as straight as
possible from the servo, through the leadout
slot and center the position for the 8-32 control
horn studs and mark it. 
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The rudder is tapered in all directions and
needs to be shimmed for centering.  Place a
square on the leading edge of the control
surface and let the blade of the square extend
towards the trailing edge. The center of the
leading edge need to be the same height of the
trailing edge all around the rudder. Using a
scrap of wood shim the rudder and carefully drill
through with a 1/8 inch drill bit.

        

Completed rudder assemble
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Fuel Tank
The 100cc engine uses a lot of fuel so we are
going to install a 32 oz DuBro Tank Cat. No.
690
One cause for dead stick landings is the fuel
line disconnecting in the tank. 

Soldering barbs on the pickup line and use
nylon tie straps to secure the fuel line is a must.  

The tank fits nicely under the wing tube
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INSTALLING THE CONTROL
HORNS

Every modeler has his own favorite choice of
control horns.  The Kangke  300L was
manufacture to accept the steel threaded rod
system.   We like the Du-Bro heavy duty Horn
System Part No. 866.  It has an 8-32 Socket
head bolt and a cotter pin at the hinge point.  No
worries about a nut  and bolt vibrating out.

Drilling the Control Surfaces

It is imperative that when you drill the control
surfaces to accept control system studs, you
must be as accurate as possible.  If you own a
drill press it will be useful.   

When  you place any control surface on a flat
surface, the center of the leading edge and the
center of the trailing edge should be the same
distance to the flat surface that you are
measuring  from.  Since the leading edge is the
thicker part of the control surface, we have to
shim up the trailing edge to match the center
line of the leading edge. On all our control
surfaces, if you look carefully, you will see a
faint outline of a rectangular implanted block. 
In the center of this block, you may  see a
small diameter indentation about 3/16” in size. 
This is the location you want to drill through if it
centered with your servo control arm and
control horn stud. Drill a 1/8 inch hole through
the control surface.

To find the position to drill control horn

1. Assemble and hinge  aileron to the wing.
With the servo and servo arm installed make
a  mark aligned with  the last hole of servo
arm. 

2.Using a square held in alignment (90/) with
the mark and with the trailing edge of the
hinge  line, mark the aileron with a pen
where the straight edge intersects the aileron
control horn  point. 

3. Find the plywood plate and try to locate the
1/8 indentation on the aileron.  The position for
the control horn should be there. 

4. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for the second control
horn location. 

5. Remove the ailerons from the wing.
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6. The center of the leading edge and the center
of the trailing edge should be the same distance
to the flat surface.  So the aileron needs to be
shimmed from the trailing  edge. Using a 1/8"
drill bit and drill press, carefully drill through the
aileron at the marked position in the 90deg .
orientation

Ultimately, the pivot point on the control arm
should  be in line with the hinge line.
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Switch mounting

The Ignition Switch and charging jack on
this model is mounted on the right side of
the lower cowl

The Main Switch and charging jack on this
model is mounted on the right side of the
fuselage under the wing trailing edge
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Cowl installation

The cowl is two piece with a upper and lower
halves for ease of engine  installation and
maintenance  accessability.  However care
must be taken to insure a sturdy assembly that
will not fail in flight.  The cowl ring and mounting
blind nuts are installed at the factory. 

The cowl is mounted  with 14 machine screws
and blind nuts supplied with the kit that are pre-
drilled.  

4, 6mm for the lower half

 2, 6mm and 6, 3mm for the upper half

Although there are several engines on the
market in the 100 CC class, we chose to use
the Desert Aircraft 100cc twin for this manual. 
In choosing this engine it was necessary to
make  cuts in the cowl.  Different engines will
require different cutouts.  

                                                                   

 The cowl needs to be cut to allow the spark
caps to protrude.  This is the cut for the DA100.
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Canopy

Canopy installation is very important to the
overall look of the model.  In the extreme case a
full cockpit can be fabricated or you can just
glue on the canopy haphazardly.  The flying
characteristics will not be affected much, but the
look of the plane will be affected.  We will do the
very least to made a presentable model

1. Paint the inside of the hatch with speckle
paint from the local hardware store.

2. Tape the canopy the frame and roughly mark
out the outline of the initial cut

        It is helpful to use masking tape to                  
       mark the outline of the cut
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3. Mark the covering material where the canopy
will be glued

4. Cut away a 1/4 inch strip of covering where
the canopy will be glued to. (Do not glue to the
covering, it will pull away in flight)

5. Apply masking tape around canopy and
covering to prevent a mess.

6. Use good epoxy and glue the canopy onto the
frame

7.  Using red trim tape cover the glue joint
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Setup 

The initial setup of the Kangke Extra 300L is
very simple. All the control surfaces are to be in
the neutral positions. No trim was needed on
any prototypes. The plane should balance on
the wing tube. With the plane fully assembled
except for the cockpit access hatch removed ,
ready to fly and the tank full of fuel, pick up the
plane from the wing tube. The plane should
slightly balance toward the engine. 

If it is tail heavy do not fly it! 

The elevator is sensitive to start with and a tail
heavy condition will be a hand full. 

Make sure the engine has good throttle
response and will idle. Throttle cut off from the
radio is good practice. Set Fail safe to idle. (See
radio instructions) 

With all the control surfaces operational and
moving in the correct direction and centering in
the neutral position, the engine running and
idling consistently the plane is ready to test fly. 

Control Throws Low rate / High rate 

Ailerons 3/4 inch up & down / 1 1/4 inch up &
down 

Rudder 3 inches left & right / 4 ½ inches left &
right 

Elevators 1 inch up & down / 2 inches up &
down 

Flying the Extra 

This plane is not for beginners. It is an extremely
powerful and aggressive acrobatic aircraft. It has
unlimited vertical and a quick roll rate. The
elevator is very  sensitive at high speed. I use
70% exponential on the elevators. 

 The plane takes off within 50 feet at half throttle.

If you have limited experience let someone else
safety check, test fly and trim out your Extra 
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From its inception in 1999, Kangke has endeavored
to provide modelers well designed and well
implemented products that carry with them a level of
service that is second-to-none in the industry.

Product quality has been Kangke’s guiding value
from day one. We have implemented quality
programs and processes throughout our organization.
We insist on integrity and accountability utilizing a
comprehensive, closed-loop quality system that
encompasses suppliers, distributors, dealers, reps,
and end users.

It is Kangke's goal to be an industry leader by
anticipating customers needs and responding with
high quality, trend-setting products that are cost
competitive.

Kangke has achieved an exceptional reputation
throughout the United States and abroad by
providing excellent products and unparalleled
customer service. We will continue to expand on
these efforts and welcome any suggestions you may
care to offer in this regard.

Kangke Industrial USA, Inc. 
65 East Jefryn Boulevard 
Deer Park, New York 11729

Warranty Information

Kangke  guarantees this kit to be free
from defects in both material and
workmanship  at the date of purchase. 

This warranty does not cover any parts
damage by use or modification.

 In no case shall Kangke’s  liability exceed
the original cost of the  purchased kit. Further,
Kangke reserves the right to change or modify
this warranty without notice.

In that Kangke has no control over the final
assembly or material used for the final assembly,
no liability shall be assumed nor accepted for
any damage of the final user assembled product.
By the act of using this product, the user accepts
all resulting liability. 

Once assembly of this model, 106 inch
Extra 300L, has been started, you should contact
Kangke directly regarding any warranty question
that you may have. 

If the buyer is not prepared to accept the
liability associated with the use of this
product, the buyer is advised to return this kit
immediately in new and unused condition to
the place of purchase.

Kangke Industrial,
 Deerpark, New York  

(631)274-3058

www.KangkeUSA.com 

Email      info@kangkeusa.com


